
Yokohama横浜 Goes Circular

Introduction

Welcome to Yokohama, Japan where we are known for our
entertainment spots and beautiful scenery, so be sure to check it out!
Yokohama is still a baby at 150 years old but it still lives longer than
most of us! Yokohama is the second largest city in Japan with a
population of 3.7 million people.

A Closer Look

Popular Natural Places in Yokohama

Mount Omuro is an extinct volcano. Visitors take a chair lift up the
mountain to walk around the crater. Ooka River
is a most loved view! More than 80 bridges are
built on the river. Large amounts of cherry trees
located line the river. Bicycle stations are located
throughout Yokohama, rent and just enjoy riding a bike. Sankeien
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Gardens has amazing scents of wilderness trees, flowers, spring water
and cherry blossom trees.

Food

The citizens of Yokohama love rice bowls and noodles, there are
varieties of street foods many citizens enjoy. These excellent dishes
are most loved, and popular food in bento lunches, quick and easy
food ideas. There are also popular Sushi dishes.

The River Lantern Festival Goes Circular

Yokohama, the life that blooms in the city is a mixture of old and
new.  A special way to celebrate loved
ones is lighting up lanterns during the
River Lantern Festival held each year.
People made the River Lantern Festival
better for the environment, by changing
the way they release the Lanterns and
changing the materials used to make the
lanterns, more friendly for the
environment and not to cause destruction to the air and animals.

Youth Solutions and “A change for equality and humanity”

Youth Solutions is a program to create a change for the people
and children or many others who didn’t have a chance because of
color, age, or just being yourself. This leadership group helps out and
advises the city’s leaders, so all voices are heard when decisions are
being made in Yokohama.
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Infrastructure
1. Housing and Net Zero Homes
● Monitoring systems

● Proper Orientation/Responsive
design

● Rainwater Collection

● Healthy indoor environment

● Active SOLAR Technology

● High E�ciency Appliances

● Builders use durable materials in building houses, natural and raw
materials.

2. Transportation There are di�erent ways to get around Yokohama.
Get around by taxis, boat, bicycle, or with a Yokohama travel guide,
and use a city map. Trains/Subways Yokohama has two major
railway stations. Yokohama station and Shin Yokohama station.
- BikeShares

Bicycle stations are located across Yokohama, rent them so you
don't have to walk and just enjoy riding a bike around.

- Travel the Bus Loop
A bus service designed specifically for tourists and used by
some residents that makes loops around the city.

3. Energy Systems

Wave Energy Farm has big potential with large buoys of water.
Yokohama is located near the Pacific Ocean.

● Buoys in the water capture the ocean waves.
● Wind produces waves, then waves produce energy.
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● Infrastructure Parts
○ Buoys travel with the ocean waves.
○ Both in and out of water substations.
○ connected to the shore by a cable, for the use of

renewable energy.
○ Operation Control Center.
○ The Grid.

Biomass Energy comes from multiple sources.

● Crops
● Sewage
● Solid Waste or Garbage
● Animal Waste
● Industrial Waste
● Organic wastes from slaughterhouses, vegetable markets, hotels

and restaurants.

● Biomass waste is burned for heating buildings and water,
generating electricity in steam turbines.

City Services

1. Healthcare of the Future

Yokohama has been actively working on utilizing big data to
improve healthcare. Big data plays a crucial role in Yokohama’s
healthcare as the city’s population is aging. They also make medicines
that won’t harm environments or people.

2. Education of the Future The Yokohama education system is very
successful. Our job is to keep a fair education within our city,
where every student may learn more advanced.
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3. Emergency Services, Fire and Police

The crime rate in Yokohama is very low, it’s about 8.39. Yokohama’s
ways of policing are apolitical. They are an independent judiciary and
monitored by a free and active pass. It is said that Yokohama's law
enforcement are the most trusted institutions in Japan.

Defining the Problem: Linear Economy

In the past, about 17.6 billion pounds of plastic waste went into
our ocean every year. Many scientists have wondered, but couldn’t
seem to find a useful resource. As a result, more than 300 million tons
of new plastic are produced worldwide each year.  Almost 18-billions
pounds of waste end up in the ocean.

Solutions with the Circular Economy

Designing and Planning a Circular Economy

Yokohama has special rules and regulations to create a circular
economy.

● Cradle to Cradle (C2C)- Cradle to Cradle (C2C) is to reuse a
product until it is complete, it then goes its natural landfill.

● Digital Technology- To track everything, to see it’s life cycle and
how we can reuse it.  Waste + Information = Resource

● Digital Watermarks are when a piece of artwork or something
that another person has made. Watermarks claim who the
original creator is, making none steal or plagiarize the creators
work.

● QR codes are another way of…digital technology like if you're at a
restaurant and you have a QR code on the table or somewhere
near the table but you can find the food's opinions. Or, when
you’re at a market and you buy a product that has QR codes.
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● Digital Apps help by knowing information, support the search of
materials and resources as well. The internet is filled with
knowledge, which makes it easier to get some ideas of di�erent
solutions to non-waste materials in the natural environment.

● Green energy sources, instead of using oil as an energy source
we can use solar and wind energy. This is a better solution,
because we are not polluting the air.

● Reuse materials from old building materials, for new buildings.

● Sort Your Trash, use the right waste cans (trash cans or recycle
bins, and glass, paper.)

1. Resources and Materials: Mining the City

Many resources originally were extracted from the earth and
became stored in buildings and infrastructure. Certain materials,
such as paper, steel and glass, are already being recycled but the
largest share of this material ends up in low-grade applications. The
Landmark Tower has a type of flexible material that absorbs forces of
the earthquake. The type of material can be used to improve buildings
and houses, making almost every building earthquake resistant.

2. Circular Economy and Money

The production of concrete produces large amounts of
greenhouse gas emissions, there are many types of materials and
products that are being discarded, but could very well be reused.

Circular Fashion

Principle 1: Designing out waste and pollution

There are ways you can still reuse materials and keep them in
use. For example, clothing. Yokohama has a plan for clothing in a
more circular sense.
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Principle 2: Keeping products and materials in use

Fashion is also good for upcycling and transforming clothes to
something new. Check out local textile & fabric recycling spots, pass
on or hand them down, or you can even rent your clothes to people
who might want them or you can do a yard sale.

Principle 3: Regenerating natural systems

This keeps clothing in the circular economy otherwise known as
“Circular Fashion”. It's a better way to use clothing like this and it gets
rid of the old method of buying, wearing, and leaving or throwing away
clothes.

Tradeo�s and Risks

Companies vs Economy, with the economy we are trying to make, not a
lot of money goes into recycling and reusing and by reusing we
reduce the amount of material you and others are using. There can
be many types of materials like clothing, food, trees, plastic, ect. That
we are wasting and this causes you to lose money and companies to
gain profit o� of your waste even more than they need.

Engineers Helping:

● Energy engineers helps with energy control.

● Civil engineers design, build, supervise, operate, construct and
maintain infrastructure projects and systems.

● Chemical engineer develops and design chemical
manufacturing processes.
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● Waste management engineers work in waste and waste disposal,
waste collection and recycling operations.

● Mechanical engineers/transit engineer analyze, inspect, or
design transit infrastructure, stations, buildings, underground
structures.

● Human factor engineers make simple devices as highway signs,
telephone sets, hand tools, stoves.

Conclusion

This is the end of our tour, we hope you enjoyed your visit to
Yokohama. The future of Yokohama has just gotten started, with many
excellent brilliant scientists and engineers. Our future for Yokohama
and other countries will come true, and have a solution for every small
problem, to a big one.
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